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CORE THEMES INCLUDE:

•  Innovation, strategy and moving 
towards 2030 & beyond

•  GovTech and NZ’s technological  
& digital advantage

•  Collaboration at the core of better 
public services

•  Technology trends, adoption and 
innovation

•  Developing leaders, workplaces 
and cultures

Enabling an adaptive and entrepreneurial modern government

s p o n s o r s



Kristine Dery, MIT Sloan University (Australia)
Kristine’s research in the dynamic between technology and the way that people work has been 
a focus of her publications and teaching for the last fifteen years. Currently she is investigating 
the design and management of the workplace to understand how organisations use digital 
capabilities internally to create more effective ways of working, and the impact of new ways  
of engaging with talent in the digital era. 

Dan Khan, Zero Point Ventures (New Zealand)
Dan is an internationally experienced founder, technology entrepreneur, mentor, and startup 
coach. He currently helps early-stage startups and large enterprise to build new ventures  
and accelerate venture growth using best-practice startup acceleration techniques. He is a 
sought-after speaker & writer, and leads thought on the early-stage innovation ecosystem in 
New Zealand in press, through public speaking, and through grassroots community support.

What does the future of NZ’s public 
sector look like?

Future Government Summit examines how we can enable an entrepreneurial 
government to better provide services and solutions to the citizen of 2030 and 

beyond. With an emphasis on creating robust and resilient future strategies, this 
event brings together the public sector and the technology ecosystem to create a 

roadmap to the government of the future.

Core themes this event will focus on:
• �Innovation,�strategy�and�moving�towards�2030�&�beyond

• GovTech�and�NZ’s�technological�advantage

• �Collaboration�at�the�core�of�better�public�services

• �Technology�trends,�adoption�and�innovation

• Developing�leaders,�workplaces�and�cultures

Who will be attending?
Chief�Executives

Chief�Operating�Officers

Chief�Technology�Officers

Chief�Information�Officers

Chief�Digital�Officers

Introducing your keynotes:

Chief�Strategy

Policy�Leads

Senior�Advisors



  DAY 1: 26 FEBRUARY 2019

8.30 Registration and coffee

9.00 Welcome from the Chair

Innovation, strategy and moving towards 2030 & beyond

9.10 Ministerial Address  
 Minister is under invitation and will be confirmed closer to the event. 

9.30 Opening Address: Future of Government
 •  How might we reimagine the experiences of citizens and businesses and reshape  

Government in a digital era
 •  What are the critical system settings that need to change to enable a future Government  

in the digital era
 Tim Occleshaw, Deputy Government Chief Digital Officer

10.00  Keynote: Future focused and future thinking
 •  What trends, technology and demographic changes will impact our society
 • What are the significant forces having an impact on the future of work
 • Responding in kind – preparing for, and creating opportunities for the society of the future
 Priti Ambani, Director of Innovation, Tech Futures Lab

10.30 Morning break

11.00 Future Focussed series
  In a series of short quick-fire presentations, we will examine the future of key areas for government 

development. Examining trends around data, leadership, open government and digital inclusion, 
these sessions will provide a unique insight into where these areas are headed. 

 Liz Macpherson, Chief Executive, Stats NZ Tatauranga Aotearoa
  Victoria MacLennan, Managing Director, OptimalBI; Chair, Digital Skills Forum; Chair,  

Code Club Aotearoa; & Co-Chair, NZRise

12.20 Lunch 

GovTech and NZ’s technological advantage

1.10  GovTech abroad: Lessons and insights from leading GovTech Nations
 •  GovTech or CivicTech – why we need to harness both for growth
 •  Examples of GovTech projects and how they have impacted citizen services
 •  Beyond innovation and emerging tech – using solutions to create a difference

AGENDA

Liz MacPherson

Stats NZ Tatauranga 
Aotearoa

Kristine Dery

MIT Sloan University

Jonnie Haddon

Creative HQ

Victoria MacLennan

NZ Rise
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2.10 GovTech in NZ – examining the playing field and where we are headed
 • Where is the GovTech landscape currently in NZ and what factors are at play? 
 • Emerging trends in GovTech and how we can making the most of the opportunities
 • Building a community in NZ – creating a culture of sharing, innovation and trust
 Dave Moskovitz, Director, Think Tank Consulting

2.50 Afternoon break

3.20 Growth of the digital sector
 • What does the growth of NZ’s tech sector mean for Government opportunities? 
 • How can the two sectors work collaboratively to meet the needs of the future citizen
 • Where are the future opportunities to engage with a digital economy? 
 Graeme Muller, Chief Executive, NZTech

3.50  Panel: NZ’s reputation as an incubation nation
 •  Fostering commercialisation as our unique opportunity for growth
 • How we can foster this, so it becomes a cornerstone of NZ’s value proposition on a global stage 
 • How are we seen currently and what do we need to do to shift perceptions?
 Rebecca Smith, Director, NZStory

4.30 Keynote: Internal innovation – creating the entrepreneurial mindset within the public sector
 • Nurturing a culture of entrepreneurialism
 • Identifying the realities of democratic environments in effecting change in public service cultures
 • What does future leadership in the public sector look like? 
 Jonnie Haddon, Programme Director, Creative HQ
 Jonnie will be joined by previous participants in the GovTech Accelerator programme

5.10 Summary remarks from the Chair

5.20 Networking function

9.00 Welcome back from the Chair

Collaboration and Entrepreneurial Government

9.10  Keynote: Engaging workforces
 • What are the new leadership models
 • Examples of public and private sector leadership and what we can learn from it
 • Readying leadership to lead the future workforce – how can we futureproof leadership? 
 Kristine Dery, Research Scientist, MIT Sloan School of Management (Australia)
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9.50 Panel: Collaboration, development and change
 • Embedding a culture of collaboration and what this means for organisations
 • Examples of Crown/Māori collaboration and how we can continue to foster innovation
 • Public, private and community collaboration – how we can utilise resources in the best way
 • What are the new conversations around risk? 
 Barry Soutar, Executive Director, Te Tira Toi Whakangao (T3W) 
 Te Aroha Morehu, Innovation Officer, Ngāti Whātua Ōrākei

10.30 Morning break

11.00  Roundtables
  Join in the peer-to-peer discussions around topics around innovation, culture and transformation.  

Topics may include:
 1. Driving culture transformation and change
 2. Creating an innovation mindset – how can we encourage intrapreneurialism?
 3. Are we making the most of AI technology? 
 4. Data, data everywhere – how can we leverage this for future citizens
 5. GovTech – creating opportunities for growth and innovation
 6. Leveraging blockchain to enhance processes
 7. How are we preparing for the cyber security threats of tomorrow?
 8. Innovating and creating change within procurement
 9. Smart Regions: challenges and opportunities of digital transformation outside the main centres

12.20 Keynote: Innovation capabilities, mindsets and cultures
 • Helping agencies understand and embrace innovation
 • Growing capabilities – how can we grow intrapreneurs? 
 • Barriers to scaling innovation – mainstreaming innovation

 Dan Khan, Co-founder & CEO Zero Point Ventures

1.00 Lunch and Closing remarks from the Chair

Want to take the conversation further? 
The GovTech unconference is your opportunity to design and 
set the agenda and lead the discussion around GovTech in NZ. 

The unconference session will run from 2pm - 5pm.

UNCONFERENCE

Dan Khan

Zero Point Ventures

Te Aroha Morehu

Innovations Officer
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Tech Futures Lab

Barry Soutar

Te Tira Toi Whakangao 
(T3W)



Ticket Options

PUBLIC SECTOR, NFPs  
AND SOEs

(26-27 FEBRUARY 2019)

FROM $999* + GST
*Super Saver 

 (pay before 18/12/2018)

Early Bird 
$1199 + GST 

 (pay before 4/2/2019)

Last Minute 
$1399 + GST  

(pay after 4/2/2019)

Chief�Strategy

Policy�Leads

Senior�Advisors

Hosted Packages
Want�to�bring�a�team�to�Future�Government?�Hosting�packages�for�between�3-12�attendees�are�available.��

Please�contact�us�on�(09)�912�3616�for�more�details.

Sponsorship & Exhibition Opportunities
The�2019�Future�Government�Summit�will�host�approximately�250�attendees�including�invited�government�representatives�
and�New�Zealand�digital�leaders�and�influencers.�The�2019�Future�Government�Summit�follows�on�from�the�successful�2018�
D5�Digital�Nations�Summit�held�in�Auckland.�There�are�limited�sponsorship�and�exhibition�opportunities�at�the�Summit.�

There�are�also�opportunities�to�host�your�senior�staff�and�clients�as�a�Summit�Support�Partner.

Contact sponsorship@conferenz.co.nz or nick.elias@nztech.org.nz for more information or to book.

TECHNOLOGY PROVIDERS 
AND CONSULTANTS

(26-27 FEBRUARY 2019)

FROM $2099* + GST
*Super Saver 

 (pay before 18/12/2018)

Early Bird 
$2399 + GST 

 (pay before 4/2/2019)

Last Minute 
$2599 + GST 

(pay after 4/2/2019)

Full registration terms and conditions available at futuregov.digitalnations.co.nz . Conferenz Ltd and NZTech reserve the right to make any amendments  
deemed to be in the best interest of the conference. Agenda is correct at the time of going to print, please check online for updates.

futuregov.digitalnations.co.nz

REGISTER NOW

09 912 3616


